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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit. 

A network engineer is configuring the FCoE N_Port virtualization storage area network. After the initial implementation,
server 11 fails to connect to the disk array. Which action resolves the issue? 

A. On MDS interface vfc 1/1, change switchport mode configuration to VF 

B. On N9K interface vfc11, change switchport mode configuration to NP 

C. On N9K interface vfc11 and MDS interface vfc 1/1, change switchport mode configuration to F 

D. On N9K interface vfc11 and MDS interface vfc 1/1, change switchport mode configuration to E 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibit. 



An engineer fails to implement OSPF routing on a Cisco Nexus 9000 Series Switch. Which action resolves the issue? 

A. Enable the OSPF feature. 

B. Remove invalid characters from the command. 

C. Populate the OSPF database. 

D. Wait for the OSPF adjacency to be established. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

DRAG DROP Refer to the exhibit. 



Boot from SAN fails. The host fails to detect the LUNs. You must resolve the issue. Drag and drop the WWPNs on the
left to the correct zones on the right. 

Select and Place: 



Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibit. 



An engineer troubleshoots an OSPF neighborship problem between Router R2 and Router R10. Which action resolves
the problem? 

A. Change area ID on Router R10 

B. Resolve unicast reply from Router R2 

C. Resolve authentication type on Router R10 

D. Change router ID on Router R10 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. 



The servers experience intermittent connectivity issues in VLAN 10. Which action resolves the issue? 

A. Configure the same HSRP group on the peer switches. 

B. Enable HSRP hellos between the peer switches. 

C. Disable the preempt feature on one of the peer switches. 

D. Change the virtual IP address on one of the peer switches. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 6



Refer to the exhibit. 

An engineer fails to install Perl in the guest shell on a Cisco Nexus 9000 Series Switch. Which two actions must be
taken in the guest shell to resolve the issue? (Choose two.) 



A. Add the DNS server and suffix. 

B. Add a default gateway and nameserver. 

C. Install the unbound resolver package using curl. 

D. Configure domain-name and nameserver under the management VRF. 

E. Export the http_proxy and https_proxy environment variables. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

 

QUESTION 7

An engineer troubleshoots FCoE on a Cisco MDS 9000 Series Switch. What does this output indicate about port
channel 1? 

A. Port channel 1 is configured to connect to an NPIV switch. 

B. Port channel 1 is configured to be an ISL. 

C. Port channel 1 is configured to connect to an NPV switch. 



D. Port channel 1 is configured to connect to a host bus adapter. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Refer to the exhibit. 

After an unexpected reload of the Cisco Nexus 9000 Series Switch, the network administrator noticed that one of the
Software Maintenance Upgrades (SMU) images is inactive. The engineer must ensure that the package remains active
after the switch is reloaded in the future. Which action accomplishes this goal? 

A. Copy the SMU package file on the bootflash 

B. Deactivate and uninstall the active core package 

C. Save the running configuration after activating the package 

D. Commit the package using the install commit command 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 9

A customer reports that the Chassis Management Controller fails to receive chassis information from Cisco UCS



Manager. Which set of steps resolves the issue? 

A. 1) Verify that the IOM firmware and Cisco UCS Manager are at different software levels 2) Verify that at least two
physical cables between the IOM and fabric interconnect function properly. 3) Check for runtime link down status 4)
Reseat the affected IOM. 

B. 1) Verify that the IOM firmware and Cisco UCS Manager are at the same software level. 2) Verify that at least one
physical cable between the IOM and fabric interconnect functions properly. 3) Check for runtime link down status 4)
Reseat the affected IOM. 

C. 1) Verify that the IOM firmware and Cisco UCS Manager are at the same software level. 2) Verify that at least two
physical cables between the IOM and fabric interconnect function properly. 3) Check for runtime link down status. 4)
Reseat the affected IOM. 

D. 1) Verify that the IOM firmware and Cisco UCS Manager are at different software levels. 2) Verify that at least one
physical cable between the IOM and fabric interconnect functions properly. 3) Check for runtime link down status. 4)
Reseat the affected IOM. 

Correct Answer: B 

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/unified_computing/ucs/ts/guide/UCSTroubleshooting/UCSTroubleshooting_chapt
er_01001.html 

 

QUESTION 10

Refer to the exhibit. 

A network engineer is implementing a Cisco UCS environment. The environment consists of eight servers configured
with the same service profile template and Windows 2012 installed. The VFC interfaces of five of these servers are
showing the error shown in the exhibit. Which action resolves the issue? 

A. Modify the vHBAs name in the storage connectivity policy 

B. Configure upstream zoning 



C. Decommission and recommission the servers 

D. Modify the boot order in the boot policy 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 11

Refer to the exhibit. 

A Postman call to a Cisco APIC fails. The access credentials were confirmed to be configured as expected. Which
action resolves the issue? 

A. Change operation type to POST 

B. Modify the protocol to HTTP 

C. Change the IP address to a domain name 

D. Modify the target protocol type to XML 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 12

Refer to the exhibit. 



The NetOevOps team is using REST API calls to automate the Cisco APIC monitoring. Which action resolves the
issue? 

A. Remove the attributes keyword from the message data. 

B. Change the API request method to POST. 

C. Modify the URI to http://apic1/api/aaaLogin.xml. 

D. Use "double quotes" between each word in the message area. 

Correct Answer: B 
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